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For some, recycling is a big business; for others a moralised way of engaging with the world. But, for many, this is a dangerous
way of earning a living. With scrap now being the largest export category from the US to China, the sheer scale of this global trade
has not yet been clearly identified or analysed. Combining fine-grained ethnographic analysis with overviews of international
material flows, Economies of Recycling radically changes the way we understand global and local economies as well as the new
social relations and identities created by recycling processes. Following global material chains, this groundbreaking book reveals
astonishing connections between persons, households, cities and global regions as objects are reworked, taken to pieces and
traded. With case studies from Africa, Latin America, South Asia, China, the former Soviet Union, North America and Europe, this
timely collection debunks common linear understandings of production, exchange and consumption and argues for a complete reevaluation of North-South economic relationships.
Enhance and expand your students' knowledge and understanding of their AQA breadth study through expert narrative,
progressive skills development and bespoke essays from leading historians on key debates. - Builds students' understanding of
the events and issues of the period with authoritative, well-researched narrative that covers the specification content - Introduces
the key concepts of change, continuity, cause and consequence, encouraging students to make comparisons across time as they
advance through the course - Improves students' skills in tackling interpretation questions and essay writing by providing clear
guidance and practice activities - Boosts students' interpretative skills and interest in history through extended reading
opportunities consisting of specially commissioned essays from practising historians on relevant debates - Cements understanding
of the broad issues underpinning the period with overviews of the key questions, end-of-chapter summaries and diagrams that
double up as handy revision aids Democracy, Empire and War: Britain 1851-1964 This title explores political and social reform
1851-1914, the impact of both World Wars, the creation of the Welfare State and the transformational social changes of the 1950s
and 1960s. It considers breadth issues of change, continuity, cause and consequence in this period through examining key
questions on themes such as democracy, ideology, economy, society, Britain's' position in the world and the impact of key
individuals.
Explores the universal yearning for love and romance.
This book presents a comprehensive, systematic approach to the development of learning strategies.
Daar is 'n paar basiese reels wanneer jy jou eerste band begin ...1. Besluit vooraf watter soort musiek julle wil maak.2. Neem jou tyd om lede
vir jou band te kies.3. Moenie op iemand in jou eie band verlief raak nie.Ons het al die reels oortree ...
Sophiatown was the 'Chicago of South Africa', a vibrant community that produced not only gangsters and shebeen queens but leading
journalists, writers, musicians and politicians, and gave urban African culture its rhythm and style. This play, based on the life history of
Sophiatown, opened at the Market Theatre in Johannesburg in February 1986 to great acclaim. The play won the AA Life Vita Award for
Playwright of the Year 1985/86. This new edition of the play includes an introduction which sets the work in its historical context.
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Teaching and Digital Technologies: Big Issues and Critical Questions helps both pre-service and in-service teachers to critically
question and evaluate the reasons for using digital technology in the classroom. Unlike other resources that show how to use
specific technologies – and quickly become outdated, this text empowers the reader to understand why they should (or should not)
use digital technologies, when it is appropriate (or not), and the implications arising from these decisions. The text directly engages
with policy, the Australian Curriculum, pedagogy, learning and wider issues of equity, access, generational stereotypes and
professional learning. The contributors to the book are notable figures from across a broad range of Australian universities, giving
the text a unique relevance to Australian education while retaining its universal appeal. Teaching and Digital Technologies is an
essential contemporary resource for early childhood, primary and secondary pre-service and in-service teachers in both local and
international education environments.
This edited book brings together an international cast of contributors to examine how academic literacy is learned and mastered in
different tertiary education settings around the world. Bringing to the fore the value of qualitative enquiry through ethnographic
methods, the authors illustrate in-depth descriptions of genre knowledge and academic literacy development in first and second
language writing. All of the data presented in the chapters are original, as well as innovative in the field in terms of content and
scope, and thought-provoking regarding theoretical, methodological and educational approaches. The contributions are also
representative of both novice and advanced academic writing experiences, providing further insights into different stages of
academic literacy development throughout the career-span of a researcher. Set against the backdrop of internationalisation trends
in Higher Education and the pressure on multilingual academics to publish their research outcomes in English, this volume will be
of use to academics and practitioners interested in the fields of Languages for Academic Purposes, Applied Linguistics, Literacy
Skills, Genre Analysis and Acquisition and Language Education.
This brilliantly atmospheric suspense novel from a rising African thriller writer is about a detective racing to solve a terrifying series
of murders. Film rights have been sold to Jungle Media for Heart of the Hunter and Dead at Daybreak.
A second edition of this essential guide to the snakes of southern Africa.
Thomas is moving to a new house, and he hates the idea with a passion. Even though his stepmother, Louisa, is quite cool, having a new
half-brother or -sister is something Thomas is definitely not looking forward to. To make matters worse, the house they are going to live in is
an ancient Victorian place.
Provides instant lessons in information technology. It has been written to cater for students with a wide range of ability who differ substantially
in their knowledge and understanding of information technology. Each book is a collection of worksheets that may be photocopied for
classroom use.

Rekenaars, deel van jou lewe'n handboek vir rekenaartoepassingstegnologie. Graad 11Rekenaars deel van jou lewe'n handboek
vir rekenaartoepassingstegnologie. Onderwysersgids. Graad 11Take om aan te durfRekenaartoepassingstegnologie. Graad 11
teorieRekenaartoepassingstegnologiegraad 11 : onderrig- en assesseringsgidsRekenaars deel van jou lewe'n handboek vir
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rekenaartoepassingstegnologie. Leerdersboek. Graad 11Rekenaartoepassingstegnologie : graad 11 :
leerdersboekRekenaartoepassingstegnologieLeerderboek. Graad 11RekenaartoepassingstegnologieLeerdersboek. Graad
11Verken rekenaartoepassingstegnologieOnderwysersgids. Graad 11History Gr11 T/g*afrikaansNew Africa BooksAccounting
Gr11 T/g*afrikaansNew Africa BooksVerken rekenaartoepassingstegnologieOnderwysersgids. Graad 11New Africa
lewensoriënteringOnderwysersgids. Graad 11New Africa BooksVerken rekenaartoepassingstegnologieLeerderboek. Graad
11Verken rekenaartoepassingstegnologieLeerderboek. Graad 11Life Orientation Gr12 T/g*afrikaansNew Africa BooksLife
Orientation Gr9 L/b * AfrikaansNew Africa BooksHistory Gr12 T/g*afrikaansNew Africa BooksEconomies of RecyclingThe Global
Transformation of Materials, Values and Social RelationsZed Books Ltd.
Where do I begin to write my thesis or dissertation? Which sections should such a text have? How do I get my thoughts onto
paper? How do I combine all my results in one coherent whole? What is an academic writing style? How do I reference?Scientific
Writing Skills gives answers to these questions. It is the result of many courses in scientific writing skills to postgraduate students
based on real writing problems and text examples from diverse disciplines. It is a practical yet scientifically sound guide that helps
the student tackle scientific writing.It is also available in Afrikaans as Wetenskaplike skryfvaardighede.
C++ is a powerful, highly flexible, and adaptable programming language that allows software engineers to organize and process
information quickly and effectively. But this high-level language is relatively difficult to master, even if you already know the C
programming language.The new second edition of "Practical C++ Programming is a complete introduction to the C++ language for
programmers who are learning C++. Reflecting the latest changes to the C++ standard, this new edition takes a useful down-toearth approach, placing a strong emphasis on how to design clean, elegant code.In short, to-the-point chapters, all aspects of
programming are covered including style, software engineering, programming design, object-oriented design, and debugging.It
also covers common mistakes and how to find (and avoid) them. End of chapter exercises help you ensure you've mastered the
material. Steve Oualline's clear, easy-going writing style and hands-on approach to learning make "Practical C++ Programming a
nearly painless way to master this complex but powerful programming language.
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